Time-saver path The shortest way to reach other
villages or destinations, perfect for commuters.

Agricultural path Temporary connections inbetween the main pathways
enabling local farmers to sell their products directly to their customers.

NETWORKING A PRODUCTIVE CYCLE REGION
AS A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH TO CO2-REDUCTION
Liechtenstein‘s road network consists of around 120
kilometres of state roads and over 260 kilometres
of local community roads. The public transport
is mainly based on buses that connect the eleven
municipalities with each other and the railway
networks in Austria and Switzerland. The railway
line connects Feldkirch, Buchs and Sevelen and
has four stops in Liechtenstein as well. The level
of motorisation is very high. Statistics show that
car numbers increased by 5’000 every ten years.
Comparing data from 1990 and 2014, car usage
grew double fold from 12’669 to 28’474. Without
any intervention, this number could reach 32’000 to
35’000 in 2020.
The project‘s main goal is to reduce the usage of cars
and thereby lower the carbon dioxide emissions of
motorised (commuter) traffic significantly throughout
the country. It proposes to extend the existing
bicycle lane network and to provide different kinds
of opportunities for the inhabitants to make it more
attractive for everybody. Anyway, today people
are getting more and more interested in cycling
because e.g. cyclists in urban territories reach their
destination on average 10 percent faster than car

drivers, according to the Dutch Cycling Federation.
In addition, cycling is calmer, healthier and cheaper
and people don’t have any delays or traffic jams to
be contented with. Also a 2011 review of more than
200 studies by the American Heart Association
found that “every $1 spent on building biking trails
and walking paths could save approximately $3 in
medical expenses.”
Our project aims to amplify this for the whole region
offering a self-sufficient infrastructure. There will be
three kinds of paths: Time-Saver paths, connecting
bus and train stations in the villages, the Sports paths
offering mountainous pathways for motivated bikers
and the Agriculture paths leading through the fertile
agricultural domains along the river where people
can buy fresh vegetables and fruits.
The Time-Saver paths: These pathways extend the
existing ones and connect the villages’ main public
transport stations (bus and railway) by the shortest
way. People who use those paths can be sure to get
to their working place in the shortest time possible.
These pathways are the best equipped ones and
of a sound construction quality as they are used
throughout all seasons and weathers. The paths are

Sports path Connecting various sportive activities with
local gastronomy and other cultural events and locations.

made out of material that is composed of recycled
components and equipped with solar driven lamp
posts. They also provide the necessary energy for
a ground source heating system that will prevent
slippery cycle paths where necessary and therefore
make cycling much safer during the winter. The main
stakeholders will be the local goverments and the
big compagnies, as their workers would be the ones
who use the network most to get to work.
The Sports paths: The region already has 100
kilometres of cycling paths along the Rhine
throughout the valley plain and around Eschnerberg
mountain. As the lower parts are already very
suitable even for inexperienced cyclists, we offer a
second pathway for the cycling experts in and along
the mountains in Liechtenstein and Switzerland. This
path will connect various restaurants of the region,
making it interesting for these owners to offer e.g.
resting spots or other facilities for the cyclists. As
the path connects the restaurants, in this case those
owners are the ones who are the most interested in
the construction. The sports path is constructed on
an existing soil base with additional wooden ramps
only where absolutely necessary.
The Agricultural paths: Interweaving the settlement
areas more closely with the agricultural territories
along the Rhine river, the agricultural pathways
offer the opportunity to foster direct producer-toconsumer relationships. People from the villages
can buy their fruits and vegetables directly from the

fields. These paths will be temporary, as farmers
grow their products mainly during spring and
summer. The paths therefore need only a minimal
infrastructure. They are made out of a compacted
gravel/soil compound that remains permeable for
rain and surface water. In terms of stakeholders, such
agricultural paths could be very interesting for the
farmers in order to earn money by selling their goods
directly without any processing or transportation.
During spring and summer they can also be used for
linear sports such as Nordic walking or horse riding
as well as for temporary events such as parades or
running races.
With these three layers of an intensified cycling path
network throughout the region, we believe that we
could foster a world where people make more use
of many ‘abandoned‘ places and render the Rhine
river valley into a vivid urban landscape with less
motorised transportation and higher living quality.
Such an extended cycle path network can inspire
even more people to use the system: time and time
again, cycling studies have shown that adding bike
lanes motivates people to get out and use bikes.
As people feel safer and the number of cyclist grow,
this will continually alter the number of vehicles on
the road and therefore lower ones‘ footprint by not
emitting pollutants or burning fossil fuels. With such
a cycling culture getting more important over the
years, the Alpenrhein region finally could become a
more self-sufficient place.

PRODUCTIVE CYCLE REGION
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With a holistic approach this project extends the existing cycling network to a regional
level and closely interweaves it with local agricultural production, gastronomy and
other local production with high added value. Three different types of cycling pathways will be on offer in the future: The Time-Saver Path represents the shortest way
to other villages or destinations and is the perfect choice for commuters. The Sports
path connects all kind of sportive activities with local gastronomy and other cultural
event locations. The Agricultural paths consist of various temporary connections inbetween the main pathways and make it possible for local farmers to sell their products
directly to their customers. Additionally, the main pathways connect the bicycle hubs
at all local bus and railway stations with the most important centralities, workplaces
and large companies.

Over the past three years students participating the course Regenerative Environments had a close look at the Alpenrhein Valley focusing on Liechtenstein and its
surroundings. Aiming at the design of integrated approaches for sustainable, regenerative environments, a broad variety of topics have been discussed, wrought
and finally distilled into project proposals that could contribute to render Liechtenstein more regenerative. The topics range from habitation, commercial or mixed use
to infrastructure, mobility, renewable energy production and supply, agriculture,
forestry, biodiversity, carbon sequestration and water resource management.
The ten projects on display in the exhibition are intended to be thought-provoking
impulses for the ongoing discussion about the future sustainable development
within the region.

Exhibition: September 14 to October 6, 2017
Architecture Foyer, University of Liechtenstein

A regional cycling network Holistic approach to extend the existing bicycle lane network throughout
the region and interweaving it closely with local agricultural, gastronomic and other added values.

Agricultural path Temporary paths where cyclists
can buy vegetables and fruits directly from the
farmers fields.

Sport path Entertainment and sport
opportunity along the hillsides of
the Valley and through forests.

Urban perspective The bicycle pathways
can also be used for temporary events
such as parades, races, etc.

Station The main pathways connect the bicycle hubs at
all local bus and railway stations with the most important centralities, working places and large compagnies.

PRODUCTIVE
CYCLE REGION

Further information: WWW.REGENERATIVE.LI
Final project proposal Elon Emini, Kushtrim Krasniqi, Petra Mester (SS17).
Initial project idea: Ehab Hamdy, Matúš Jánský, Michael Kutzer, Natalia Podejko,
Zita Széplaki, Anna Šatalíková (SS16).

INSTITUTE FOR ARCHITECTURE
AND SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT

Regenerative Environments
Michael Wagner (lecturer)
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THE REGIONAL NETWORK
Time-Saver path
1 Schaan main bus station
2 Vaduz city hall, bus station
3 Triesen post, bus station
4 Sevelen train station
5 Buchs train station
Sports path
1 Restaurant Hirschen
2 Restaurant Marée
3 Restaurant Edelweiss
4 Restaurant Meierhof
5 Restaurant Cantina
6 Restaurant Gemsli
7 Galerie am See
Agricultural path
Suggestions for places where
farmers can sell their fresh
vegetables and fruits
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